Stimulus-frequency otoacoustic emissions (SFOAEs) have been used to study a variety of topics in cochlear mechanics, although a current topic of debate is where in the cochlea these emissions are generated. One hypothesis is that SFOAE generation is predominately near the peak region of the traveling wave. An opposing hypothesis is that SFOAE generation near the peak region is deemphasized compared to generation in the tail region of the traveling wave. A comparison was made between the effect of low-frequency biasing on both SFOAEs and a physiologic measure that arises from the peak region of the traveling wave-the compound action potential (CAP). SFOAE biasing was measured as the amplitude of spectral sidebands from varying bias tone levels. CAP biasing was measured as the suppression of CAP amplitude from varying bias tone levels. Measures of biasing effects were made throughout the cochlea. Results from cats show that the level of bias tone needed for maximum SFOAE sidebands and for 50% CAP reduction increased as probe frequency increased. Results from guinea pigs show an irregular bias effect as a function of probe frequency. In both species, there was a strong and positive relationship between the bias level needed for maximum SFOAE sidebands and for 50% CAP suppression. This relationship is consistent with the hypothesis that the majority of SFOAE is generated near the peak region of the traveling wave.
INTRODUCTION
Otoacoustic emissions are acoustical signals recorded non-invasively from the outer ear canal that arise from cochlear amplification. Stimulus-frequency otoacoustic emissions (SFOAEs) are the simplest otoacoustic emission to interpret, as they arise from stimulation with a single pure-tone of low to moderate level. SFOAEs are less commonly used, however, because of signal processing difficulties involved with recording this emission that occurs during the same time and at the same frequency as the stimulus. Nevertheless, it seems as though the relatively simple nature of SFOAEs makes them suitable, and perhaps ideal, for non-invasively studying a variety of cochlear mechanics. SFOAEs from humans and animals have been used to understand how emissions propagate out of the cochlea (Shera et al. 2008; Meenderink and van der Heijden 2010) , to characterize the sharpness of cochlear tuning (Shera et al. 2002; Despite the progress of the aforesaid studies, controversy proposes that the relation between empirical SFOAEs and direct measures of cochlear mechanics are more complicated than that suggested by theoretical-based models. A theoretical model by Zweig and Shera (1995) suggested that SFOAEs generation is near the peak region of the traveling wave. Empirical results from Brass and Kemp (1993) and Keefe et al. (2008) who used classic two-tone suppression paradigms showed that SFOAEs behave as though they originate primarily near the peak region of the traveling wave-the least amount of suppressor level was needed for criterion suppression when the frequency of the suppressor tone was nearest, not greater than, the probe tone frequency. In contrast, Siegel et al. (2005) compared empirical forward propagation time from basilar membrane vibrations and neural measures to reverse propagation time from SFOAE group delay measures and hypothesized that SFOAE generators are widely distributed along the cochlea though "…sources should undergo spatial summation in the basal (long-wavelength) cochlear regions, and strong cancellation near the peak or apical (short-wavelength) region of the forward BM traveling wave, thus deemphasizing [peak region] contributions and emphasizing [tail region] contributions" [p. 2442 of Siegel et al. (2005) ].
There are ways to advance the previous empirical efforts that aimed to determine where SFOAEs are generated. Siegel et al.'s (2005) measures of forward propagation time were obtained from one group of animals and compared to measures of reverse propagation time obtained from a different group of animals. Since there is high inter-and intra-ear variability in SFOAE and single-fiber measures used by Siegel et al. (2005) The goal of the current study is to understand where SFOAEs are generated. Our strategy is to compare the effect of low-frequency biasing on SFOAEs and on auditory nerve compound action potentials (CAPs) from the same animals, at the same probe frequencies, both recorded closely in time. For low-level, high-frequency stimuli, CAPs originate from a narrow cochlear region about the stimuli's characteristic frequency place. Evidence for this well-established understanding is that CAP latency is similar to single-fiber post-stimulus time histogram peak latency (Kiang 1965), CAP suppression tuning curves are similar to single-fiber tuning curves (Dolan et al. 1985; Cheatham et al. 2010) , and lesion studies (Cody et al. 1980 ). In biasing experiments, a high-level, lowfrequency tone is presented simultaneously with a higher frequency probe tone. Low-frequency biasing positions the outer hair cell mechano-electric transducer channels into nonlinear operating regions-an action that reduces cochlear amplifier gain, amplitude modulates SFOAEs, and suppresses CAP responses. If SFOAEs and CAPs originate from a similar cochlear region, they should be similarly influenced by lowfrequency biasing. If, on the other hand, SFOAEs from the peak region generators are "deemphasized" more than those from the tail regions, the effect of low-frequency biasing should be different between SFOAEs and CAPs. The results of the experiments offer empirical evidence for the hypothesis that SFOAEs are dominated by generation near the peak region of the traveling wave.
METHODS

Model: a guide to physiologic experimental expectations
Results from a simple model are presented in Figure 1 before experimental results are presented in order to guide readers' expectations for physiologic SFOAE and CAP biasing presented later. A sigmodial saturating nonlinear function modeling hair cell transduction, such as that from Hudspeth and Corey (1977) or Géléoc et al. (1997) , is commonly used to represent mechano-electric transduction in vivo (e.g., Weiss and Leong 1985; Chertoff et al. 2003; Salt et al. 2009 ). Here we used tanhðxÞ forx G 0; and tanh
where tanh is a hyperbolic tangent function, x is mechanical drive, and R is what we call the "ratio of asymptotes". R was 2.5 for the illustration of Figure 1 . This model transducer function can be thought of as a composite estimate of mechano-electric transducer functions from individual stereocilia bundles across various cochlear segments about a moderate-level pure tone's cochlear characteristic frequency place.
Although the model transducer function is rather simple, it produced the salient features of physiologic SFOAE sideband growth and CAP suppression presented below in the "Results" section. The model transducer function is not intended to explain SFOAE generation; rather, its intended use is to help explain biasing experiments. The first-order sidebands from the model simulations were defined as the energy in the spectral bins centered at the probe frequency± the bias tone frequency. The probe tone level was held constant and the level of the low-frequency bias tone was varied. As the level of the low-frequency bias tone was increased, amplitude modulation of the probe tone increased (Fig. 2) . Further bias tone level increases yielded a decline in sideband amplitude. (Lower and upper sidebands from the model were of similar amplitude, and thus we plotted only the lower sideband.) The increasing and decreasing sideband amplitude from this modeling effort explain why, as shown below, physiologic SFOAE sidebands increased, and then decreased, as bias level was increased. At low bias levels, there is enough modulation of nonlinear cochlear amplification at the probe frequency to produce sidebands. As the level of the low-frequency tone increases, maximum sidebands result because outer hair cell stereocilia are biased into the saturation regions of their input-output functions. Further increases in bias tone level results in a reduction of overall basilar membrane response to the probe tone and, as a consequence, a decline of sideband amplitude. The maximum sideband amplitude thus indicates the bias level needed for the greatest achievable amount of first-order cochlear amplifier gain modulation. Figure 3 shows the slope of the model transducer function throughout one cycle of low-frequency biasing for a variety of bias tone levels. The amount of suppression was asymmetric during the bias cycle because the model transducer function of Figure 1 was asymmetric about its origin. As the level of the low-frequency bias tone increased, the probe was positioned into low-slope regions of the transducer curve. The model output behavior in Figure 3 is an interpretative guide to our physiologic CAP suppression experiments shown below. As we will see later on, throughout one bias cycle the low-frequency tone twice positioned the probe tone into low-slope regions of the in vivo transducer function and suppressed the tone-pip evoked CAPs. No suppression occurred when there was no bias tone sound pressure level (i.e., at 0°, 180°, and 360°), showing that the slope of the in vivo transducer function directly influenced the peak-topeak amplitude of the CAP.
FIG. 1.
The essence of our modeling efforts for one level of a lowfrequency bias tone. In the lower left, a low-frequency bias tone and higher frequency probe tone are shown as mechanical input to the model transducer function in the upper left. The model transducer function represents the outer hair cell input-output function with mechanical drive on the x-axis and outer hair cell current on the yaxis. The output in the upper right shows distortion in the time domain. The lower right illustrates that the output in the frequency domain has a bias tone (B), probe tone (P), and lower and upper sidebands (s L and s U ). In contrast, the input has no sidebands.
FIG. 2.
Amplitude of modeled sidebands (filled symbols) and probe output (open symbols) as a function of bias tone level. The sidebands resulted from amplitude modulation of the probe tone. The sideband growth was governed by the gain, or slope, of the transducer function. The decline of the sidebands, as well as the probe tone at the output, was also governed by the morphology of the transducer function. This is a guide to our interpretation of our physiologic SFOAE biasing experiment described below.
FIG. 3.
The slope of the model transducer function throughout one cycle of the low-frequency bias tone. Twice each biasing cycle, the gain of the probe tone was suppressed. Amount of suppression was bias level-dependent. Line thickening represents increasing bias tone level. This guides our interpretation of physiologic CAP biasing experiments shown below: since cochlear amplifier gain depends on the slope of the transducer function, a variation of cochlear amplifier suppression produces varying amounts CAP amplitude reduction. A 40-dB SPL probe tone was used for all SFOAE and CAP biasing measures. Tone-pips for all CAP measures were ramped on and off with a 0.5-ms cos 2 window and had a 0.5-ms plateau.
Physiologic stimuli and recordings
Microphones and earphones were housed in a custom made acoustic assembly appropriate for either cat (Kiang 1965) or a modified custom acoustic assembly for guinea pig (http://www.masseyeandear.org/research/ent/ eaton-peabody/epl-engineering-resources/). Cat ear canal acoustics were recorded with a condenser microphone [Knowles (EK-23028-000)]. Guinea pig ear canal signals were recorded with a probe microphone [Etymōtic Research (ER10c)] attached to the probe tube of the custom assembly. Before a suitable microphone was found for cat experiments, several different microphones were tried that (1) would fit into our custom made acoustic assembly housing for cat experiments and (2) could not be biased by our low-frequency tone levels, which would have caused system distortion sidebands. For SFOAE recordings, a sampling frequency of 125 kHz was used, buffer duration was 200.3 ms, and averages were made from 128 presentations. CAP measures were averaged responses from 32 presentations. Tone-pip levels for CAP audiograms were varied until a 10-μV peak-to-peak criterion was achieved. All analysis was performed with custom written software in MATLAB.
Procedures
All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary. Cats were anesthetized with pentobarbital and urethane while guinea pigs were anesthetized with pentobarbital, droperidol, and fentanyl. Because their skull was opened for single-fiber experiments not reported here, cats were given dexamethasone to prevent neural swelling and part of the brain was aspirated. All animals were euthanized without recovery at the conclusion of experiments. A cannula was inserted into the trachea of both cats and guinea pigs and, when needed, artificial ventilation maintained end-tidal CO 2 levels with a target of 4.5% to 5%. Body temperature was kept at a mean of 38°C. Cat and guinea pig soft tissue was removed from dorsal and posterior areas of the skull, both bulla, and ear canals. An opening in the bulla was made to access the round window. Guinea pigs' heads were secured by cementing to an aluminum skull block. Cats' heads were secured by support bars placed under the teeth of the upper jaw, hooks put into orbits, and hollow ear bars that were also used for sound delivery. For both species, a silver wire electrode was placed near the round window for CAP recordings, a screw electrode was put into the skull's vertex for auditory brainstem response (ABR), and a pellet electrode was placed on the exposed neck musculature. For cat experiments only, the skull was opened and the brain was aspirated to expose the auditory nerve.
Auditory status throughout the experiment was monitored with CAP audiograms, click-evoked ABRs, click-evoked CAP level series, and SFOAEs recorded with nonlinear-compression and/or two-tone suppressor paradigms (Kemp and Chum 1980). The probe level was 40 dB SPL and the suppressor level was 60 dB SPL for both nonlinear-compression and twotone suppressor paradigms. The suppressor frequency was at the probe frequency for the compression paradigm and was 50 Hz higher than the probe frequency for the two-tone suppressor paradigm. To find a suitable frequency region for SFOAE and CAP biasing, SFOAEs were measured from 1 kHz to 30 kHz with probe frequencies spanning~1 or 2 kHz using 100-Hz to 200-Hz steps that allowed proper phase unwrapping. To expedite this screening procedure, on most occasions two SFOAEs were simultaneously evoked with probe tones spaced anywhere from 5 kHz to 18 kHz apart. A frequency region was deemed usable if average to large (~10 to 20 dB SPL) SFOAEs could be recorded and if the SFOAE was not near an abrupt change in the phase-versus-frequency plot.
At the usable probe frequencies, both SFOAEs and CAP were low-frequency biased. SFOAEs were biased by presenting a low-frequency tone that was stepped, in most instances, from 84 to 110 dB SPL and a probe held constant at 40 dB SPL. Generally, SFOAEs were biased with even number dB bias levels (e.g., 84, 86, etc…) immediately before CAP biasing measurements and with odd number dB bias levels (e.g., 85, 87, etc…) immediately following CAP biasing measurements. SFOAE biasing generally took about 10 towas chosen, and the process repeated until the necessary information for the analysis (described below in the section "CAP analysis") was obtained. Averaged round window electrical activity was recorded from tone-pips placed at 12 different bias tone phases from 0°to 330°in 30°steps, from a repeat recording at 0°(i.e., 360°), from two tone-pips in the absence of the bias tone, and from the bias tone alone in the absence of a tone-pip. The total amount of time needed to collect CAP biasing measures at one tonepip frequency took anywhere from about 10 to 20 min. In-ear sound source calibrations, CAP audiograms, click-evoked CAP level series, click-evoked ABRs, and frequent SFOAE biasing were repeated frequently throughout the experiment.
SFOAE analysis
Simultaneous presentation of a probe and low-frequency bias tone amplitude modulated the SFOAE evoked by the probe and produced spectral sidebands. These SFOAE sidebands were used as a measure of cochlear amplifier gain modulation. First-order sidebands were at the probe frequency± the bias frequency. Smaller, higher-order sidebands [e.g., probe frequency± (2× bias frequency)] were present in the ear canal signal though were not evaluated in our experiments. The first-order SFOAE sideband levels were determined from the averaged ear canal pressure waveform using Fourier analysis in MATLAB. An SFOAE sideband-bias-level function was constructed by plotting the amplitude of the lower and upper sidebands as a function of bias level for each probe frequency. Both lower (i.e., probe frequency−bias frequency) and upper (i.e., probe frequency+bias frequency) first-order sideband-bias-level functions were fit with a quadratic (polyfitweighted) polynomial and an average quadratic was calculated. The bias level needed for maximum SFOAE sidebands was determined by the maximum of the average quadratic fit. The width of SFOAE sideband growth curve was arbitrarily defined as the range of the bias tone levels at 0.5 dB down from the maximum.
CAP analysis
The response from the bias tone presented alone was subtracted from bias tone plus tone-pip responses in order to cancel out cochlear responses from the bias tone that occurred simultaneously with responses of the tone-pip. CAP peak-to-peak amplitudes were measured from the 12 bias tone phases and normalized to the average of the two CAPs amplitudes evoked in the absence of a bias tone. Plots of peakto-peak CAP amplitude measures as a function of bias tone phase were converted to the frequency domain, the first three Fourier components (i.e., the DC along with the first two complex numbers) were kept, and then returned to the time domain. These fits to the CAP amplitude versus bias tone phases were used to estimate the bias levels needed to suppress the CAP by 40%, 50%, and 60%. The minima were found and plotted as a function of bias level. These minimumbias level functions were then fit with a second-order polynomial from which the bias levels associated with 40%, 50%, and 60% suppression were estimated. Figure 4 shows example spectra of the ear canal sound pressure level from an ear when the cat was alive (top panel) and dead (bottom panel). The live ear produced sidebands because the SFOAE evoked from the probe tone was amplitude modulated by the bias tone. In contrast, the dead ear produced no SFOAE, and thus no sidebands, which is why only the 40 dB SPL probe and the noise floor are seen in the bottom panel. Figure 5 shows an example of how the first-order SFOAE sidebands grew, and then decreased, as bias FIG. 4 . Example ear canal spectra from when a cat was living (upper panel) and dead (lower panel). For these examples, only one 50 Hz bias tone level was presented though it is not seen on this scale. The bias tone amplitude modulated the SFOAE generated by the probe tone and produced sidebands visible in the frequency domain. For the experiments reported here, only the first-order sidebands (i.e., probe frequency±the bias tone frequency) were considered.
RESULTS
Physiologic SFOAE modulation
level was increased. The index for the amount of bias level needed to achieve criterion cochlear amplifier gain modulation modulation was the bias tone level which produced the largest SFOAE sideband: the maximum of the sideband-bias-level function.
Physiologic CAP modulation Figure 6 shows a series of example CAP modulation curves from one tone-pip frequency from one cat ear. Previous reports investigating the effects of lowfrequency biasing on CAPs used guinea pigs (e.g., Smoorenburg 1985, 1988; Sellick et al. 1982; Patuzzi et al. 1989 ) and this is the first report using cat. CAP suppression occurred from the tone-pip being twice positioned throughout the bias cycle into low-slope regions of the in vivo transducer function causing reduction of cochlear amplifier gain. As bias level was increased, the suppression of CAP peak-topeak amplitude increased. The largest CAP suppression occurred when tone-pips were presented at specific bias tone phases. Further increases in bias levels beyond those shown in the example in Figure 6 would have eventually produced 100% suppression during one bias phase and then during both the first and second half of the bias cycle. Increasing bias level beyond the threshold of 100% suppression would eventually suppress all of the response. We thus avoided high levels. In contrast, slight modulation with low bias levels produced small CAP suppression that could occasionally be difficult to distinguish from no suppression. Thus, 50% was the clearest, most reliable, index of the influence of low-frequency suppression of the CAP.
SFOAE and CAP modulation as a function of frequency in cat
The upper panel of Figure 7 shows the bias levels needed to obtain maximum SFOAE sidebands as a function of probe frequency. Data are shown for five ears from four cats. Different symbols indicate measures obtained from different cat ears. A linear regression analysis showed that the error measure did not vary significantly with probe frequency, which means that the width of the function describing FIG. 5 . Example cat SFOAE sidebands as a function of bias level. Amplitudes of lower (i.e., probe tone frequency−bias tone frequency) sidebands from a living animal are represented by filled circles while upper (i.e., probe tone frequency+bias tone frequency) sidebands are represented as filled squares. The unfilled symbols are the corresponding sidebands from a dead animal. The thick gray line is a second-order polynomial fit to the region of maximum SFOAE sidebands. For this example, the probe tone frequency was 2.803 kHz and the bias level producing maximum SFOAE sidebands was 90.8 dB SPL according to the quadratic fit.
FIG. 6.
Example cat CAP amplitude as a function of bias tone phase and level. Lines connect CAP peak-to-peak amplitude measures obtained from different levels and phases of the bias tone. The lines thicken slightly to help illustrate increasing bias level. The amount of CAP suppression varied with the level and phase of the bias tone. For this example, 50% suppression occurred at a bias tone level of 91 dB SPL and phase of 210°. The tone-pip frequency was 6.399 kHz.
FIG. 7.
The upper panel shows the bias level (dB SPL) that produced maximum SFOAE sidebands as a function of probe frequency. Different symbols represent different cat ears. Vertical error bars are the width of the sideband versus bias level curves (e.g., Fig. 2 ) measured 0.5 dB down from the maximum. The lower panel shows the bias level (dB SPL) that produced 50% CAP suppression as a function of frequency. CAP biasing was done at the same probe frequencies as SFOAE biasing. These cat SFOAE and CAP data show a systematic trend that, as compared to lower frequencies, greater bias levels were needed to produce maximum SFOAE sidebands and CAP suppression at higher frequencies.
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LICHTENHAN: SFOAE Generation Region sidebands as a function bias level (e.g., Fig. 5 ) did not vary with frequency. Lines connect measures obtained from different tone frequencies in a given ear. As compared to lower frequency SFOAEs, higher frequency SFOAEs required greater bias levels to achieve maximum modulation. There was little between-ear variability for these cat SFOAE data. The lower panel of Figure 7 shows the bias tone level that produced 50% CAP suppression in cat as a function of tone-pip frequency. Different blue symbols indicate measures obtained from different cat ears. The vertical error bars, which are barely noticeable on this scale, though will be strikingly obvious later in Figure 9 , are estimates of 40% and 60% suppression. Linear regression showed that the error measure did not vary significantly with tone-pip frequency. Lines connect the 50% suppression measures obtained from different tone-pip frequencies used in a given ear. The CAP tone-pip frequencies were the same as the SFOAE probe frequencies. As tone-pip frequency increased, the level of the low-frequency bias tone needed to achieve 50% CAP suppression increased. Similar to cat SFOAE data, there was little between-ear variability in the CAP data.
SFOAE and CAP modulation as a function of frequency in guinea pig
The upper panel of Figure 8 shows the bias level needed to yield maximum SFOAE sidebands in guinea pig as a function of probe frequency. The width of the sideband versus bias level functions did not depend on probe frequency, as a linear regression analysis showed that the error measure did not vary significantly with tone-pip frequency. Compared to the cat SFOAEs data in Figure 7 , guinea pig SFOAEs in Figure 8 required lower bias tone levels to yield maximum SFOAE sidebands. Also unlike cat data, there was considerable variability across probe frequency and ears. A Levene's test of homoscedasticity showed that the variance of the SFOAE data from 50 Hz and 70 Hz biasing did not differ (p=0.0702), which is why these data are plotted in the same color and grouped together for the remainder of this report. The variance of the data obtained with a 150 Hz bias tone was different from that obtained with the lower frequency (i.e., 50 Hz and 70 Hz) bias tones (p=0.0016). The median of the 150 Hz SFOAE bias data did not differ from the median of the lower frequency (i.e., 50 Hz and 70 Hz) bias tone data.
The lower panel of Figure 8 shows the bias tone level that produced 50% CAP suppression in guinea pig as a function of tone-pip frequency. The CAP tone-pip frequencies were the same as the SFOAE probe frequencies. According to a linear regression analysis, the error measure did not vary significantly with tone-pip frequency. Compared to the cat CAP data in Figure 7 , guinea pig CAP data in Figure 8 required lower bias tone levels to yield maximum CAP suppression. As with guinea pig SFOAE data, the variance for 50 Hz and 70 Hz bias tone data was not statistically different (p=0.0635). Data plotted in the same color did not yield significant results from the Levene's test of homoscedasticity. The variability among 150 Hz bias tone data differed from the variability among lower frequency (i.e., 50 Hz and 70 Hz) bias tone data (p=0.0036). The median of the 150 Hz CAP bias data was statistically indistinguishable from the median of the lower frequency bias data.
Relating SFOAEs and CAPs
For cat data, Figure 9 shows the relation between the bias level yielding maximum SFOAE sidebands and the bias level yielding 50% CAP suppression. That is to say, Figure 9 shows the data in the upper panel of Figure 7 regressed on the data in the lower panel of Figure 7 . The vertical SFOAE error bars in Figure 9 are the same as in the upper panel of Figure 7 and the horizontal CAP error bars are the same as the vertical error bars in the lower panel of Figure 7 . The vertical error bars are barely noticeable on the scale of the lower panel of Figure 7 though are clearly seen in Figure 9 . Linear regression analysis showed that the positive correlation had a slope of 0.92, a y-intercept of 13.84, and a Pearson correlation coefficient of r= 0.91. Figure 10 shows the relation between the bias level yielding maximum SFOAE modulation and the bias level yielding 50% CAP suppression for guinea pig data; i.e., the data in the upper panel of Figure 8 regressed on the data in the lower panel of Figure 8 . The vertical SFOAE error bars in Figure 10 are the same as in the upper panel of Figure 8 and the horizontal CAP error bars are the same as the vertical error bars in the lower panel of Figure 8 . Linear regression analysis showed that the positive correlation for 150 Hz biasing (in gray) had a slope of 1.00, yintercept of 2.69, and a Pearson correlation coefficient of r=0.93 while for lower frequency (i.e., 50 Hz and 70 Hz) biasing (black) the slope was 0.89, the yintercept was 21.08, and the Pearson correlation coefficient r=0.81. Figure 11 shows bias levels needed to produce maximum SFOAE sidebands for two cats (red) and two guinea pigs (black). Although these data show what was presented above-greater bias level was needed for maximum SFOAE sidebands in cats than in guinea pigs-the primary utility of these repeated measures was to use the variation through time to define what was "stable" and what was "unstable". The data in Figure 11 were recorded in the presence of several (e.g., two to six) probe tones and one bias tone that varied in level. Over the duration of about 6 to 8 h, the variation in cat was minimal compared to the variation of bias level for maximum SFOAE sidebands as a function of probe frequency as seen in Figure 7 . In contrast, the bias level needed for maximum SFOAE sidebands in guinea pigs varied by roughly 8 to 9 dB over the duration of time when these measures were made. From this, we conclude that cat cochleae were stable and guinea pig cochleae were unstable in the experimental conditions that were used.
Stability
FIG. 9.
The bias level (dB SPL) needed to achieve maximum SFOAE sidebands as a function of bias level needed to achieve 50% CAP suppression. The vertical error bars are the width of the SFOAE sideband versus bias level function (i.e., same as in the upper panel of Fig. 7) . Likewise, the horizontal error bars are estimates of 40% and 60% CAP suppression (i.e., same as in the lower panel of Fig. 7) . This is the relation we interpret to suggest that cat SFOAE and CAPs are both generated near the peak region of the travelling wave.
FIG. 10.
The bias level (dB SPL) needed to achieve maximum SFOAE sidebands as a function of bias level needed to achieve 50% CAP suppression. The vertical error bars are the widths of the SFOAE sideband versus bias level function (i.e., same as in the upper panel of Fig. 8 ). The horizontal error bars are estimates of 40% and 60% CAP suppression (i.e., same as in the lower panel of Fig. 8 ). Gray data are from 150 Hz biasing while black data are from 50 Hz and 70 Hz biasing. This relation is what we believe illustrates that guinea pig SFOAE and CAPs are generated in the same cochlear place-the traveling wave peak region.
FIG. 11.
Bias level (dB SPL) needed to produce maximum SFOAE sidebands as a function of time for two different cats (red) and two different guinea pigs (black). The probe tones were 9.091 kHz (black edge) and 6.399 kHz (no black edge) for the cats and 6.799 kHz (filled symbol) and 7.898 kHz (non-filled symbol) for the guinea pigs. The vertical error bars indicate the width of the sideband versus bias level function measured 0.5 dB down from the maximum. The cats show very little (i.e., less than 1 dB) variation throughout the duration when these measures were made. In contrast, the guinea pig data varied by roughly 8 to 9 dB. For reasons yet to be understood, cat cochleae were stable using our surgical preparation and our experimental protocol, though guinea pig cochleae were not stable.
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LICHTENHAN: SFOAE Generation Region
DISCUSSION
SFOAEs have been used to estimate the sharpness of cochlear tuning, to understand how emissions propagate out of the cochlea, and to test models of emission generation. Despite this progress, controversies remain. One controversy regards the latency of SFOAEs. Siegel et al. (2005) and Ruggero and Temchin (2007) suggested that SFOAE latencies are shorter than that predicted by Zweig and Shera's (1995) model of SFOAE generation. The most recent development of the latency controversy is that Shera et al. (2008) showed how discrepant latencies can be largely resolved if low-frequency SFOAEs are unmixed into their putative components that interfere with one another-short-latency emissions arising from placefixed generators and long-latency emissions arising from wave-fixed generators. A second controversy regards frequency tuning. Ruggero and Temchin (2005) argued that SFOAE-based tuning estimates do not accurately relate to cochlear tuning estimates as Shera et al. (2002) had suggested. The most recent development of the tuning controversy is that Shera et al. (2010) showed how SFOAE-based tuning estimates do not rely on direct basilar membrane measures (e.g., forward propagation delay), which was used as principal support for Ruggero and Temchin's (2005) argument. These controversies have roots in an unresolved question of where along the cochlea SFOAEs are generated, which itself is yet a third controversy. The work presented here addresses this third controversy. Interpretations of the results presented here do not rely on how SFOAEs propagate out of the cochlea or the accuracy of theories on how SFOAEs are generated.
Evidence for SFOAE generation near the peak region of the traveling wave
Low-frequency biasing levels needed to achieve criterion modulation of SFOAEs and CAPs were measured. A strong and positive trend between the bias level needed to modulate both SFOAEs and CAPs was found. Since it is well understood that CAPs are dominated by neural activity at the characteristic frequency place of the stimulus-the peak region of the traveling wave-we conclude that the majority of SFOAE generation is in a similar cochlear region. Particularly, results show that both SFOAEs and CAPs evoked from a 40 dB SPL probe exhibit strong modulation from similar low-frequency bias tone levels. If SFOAEs are a direct correlate of basilar membrane vibration, then the most credible interpretation of SFOAEs and CAPs showing similar sensitivity to low-frequency biasing is that both measures arise from excitation at similar cochlear places.
Our results support the hypothesis that SFOAEs are generated near the peak region. In contrast, our results do not offer support for Siegel et al. (2005) who compared forward and reverse propagation times and proposed that SFOAEs generated near the peak region are "deemphasized" compared to those generated in the tail region. The cause for the discrepancy between our results and those from Siegel et al. (2005) is not fully understood though could perhaps be, in part, because our SFOAE and neural measures were obtained from the same ears close in time while Siegel et al.'s (2005) were not. As reviewed in the "Introduction", both the SFOAE and neural measures used by Siegel et al. (2005) have high inter-and intraear variability. How much of the total SFOAE generation occurs in the tail region of the traveling wave and how much occurs near the peak region? As part of their modeling effort, Choi et al. (2008) attempted to address this question. SFOAEs of non-peak origin were estimated by removing SFOAE generators spanning the width of their model's traveling wave peak region. Their calculation suggested that SFOAEs from the peak region were "comparable" [p. 2665 of Choi et al. (2008 ] to those from the non-peak regions. Choi et al. (2008) made their calculation for only a 1 kHz SFOAE-a frequency region where SFOAE generation is influenced by cochlear mechanics that are not yet fully understood (Shera et al. 2008 (Shera et al. , 2010 . We cannot say if our empirical results do or do not offer support for Choi et al.'s (2008) modeling demonstration, as it is difficult to obtain reliable CAP measures below about 2 kHz or so.
Here we consider three hypotheses to narrate our approach to the question of how much total SFOAE generation is near the peak and tail of the traveling wave. Each hypothesis interprets the slope of the linear function relating SFOAE and CAP biasing (i.e., Figs. 9 and 10).
1. If 100% of SFOAE generation was near the peak region, the slope relating SFOAE and CAP biasing would be 1 dB/dB. For every increase in bias level needed to achieve CAP suppression at different probe frequencies, an equivalent increase in bias level would be needed for SFOAE biasing at the same probe frequencies. Such a relation would indicate that SFOAE and CAP sites of generation are perfectly matched. 2. If 100% of an SFOAE was generated in the tail region, there would not be a slope to measure in Figures 9 and 10 because the expectation is that low-frequency biasing would have no effect on our otoacoustic emission measures. Since the action of two-tone suppression paradigms is in regions where there is saturation (Geisler et al. 1990 ), or non-linearity more specifically (Lukashkin and Russell 1998) , the presently available interpretation of bias tone mechanisms (e.g. Cai and Geisler 1996) works only near the traveling wave peak regions where there is cochlear amplification-not in the tail region where there is no cochlear amplification. The hypothesis for net tail region generation to the total SFOAE is highly unlikely. 3. If SFOAE generation was partially near the peak region and partially in the tail region, and we continue to accept the sound interpretation that biasing acts only near the peak region of a probe tone's traveling wave described in hypothesis 2, the slope relating SFOAE and CAP biasing would be less than 1 dB/dB. A slope of say 0.5 dB/dB, for example, would mean that for every 1-dB increase in bias level needed for CAP suppression, half of 1 dB bias level increase would be needed to bias the peak region's net contribution to the total SFOAE. The simple interpretation for the 0.5 dB/ dB hypothetical example would be that 50% of the SFOAE was generated near the peak and the remaining 50% was from tail region generation that cannot be modulated by a bias tone.
The results from the present study yield slopes that are closest to the 1 dB/dB hypothesis: 0.92 dB/dB for cat and an average of 0.95 dB/dB for the guinea pig bias groups. The simplest quantitative interpretation of these results is that cat and guinea pig SFOAEs evoked from commonly used 40 dB SPL probe levels are dominated by generation from the peak regions of the traveling wave. However, this study suffers from the same limitations as Brass and Kemp (1993), Siegel et al. (2005) , and Keefe et al. (2008) in that we cannot determine precisely how much of the total SFOAE is generated near the peak and tail regions of the traveling wave.
Species-dependent stability
Criteria bias levels in guinea pigs did not show a rising trend with increasing probe frequency. Cats, in contrast, did show the rising trend. Results from repeated measures of SFOAE biasing (Fig. 11) suggest that one possible source of the inter-species difference was due to guinea pig cochleae being less stable than cat cochleae. We found this instability in the presence of tone-pip CAP threshold that stayed constant throughout the experiments. Guinea pig instability might only be true for the experimental preparation and protocol (i.e., anaesthesia, surgical approach, artificial ventilation, length of experiment, etc.) used for these experiments and may not be all that telling about the possibility of guinea pig cochlear instability in other studies. To consider whether instability was the basis of the inability to detect a rising trend of our guinea pig data of Figure 8 , an experiment was performed where multiple probe tones were simultaneously biased. Results in Figure 12 show that simultaneously biasing multiple probes reveals the trend that lower probe frequencies required less bias level. The graded effect was not measureable over the time course needed to obtain single-tone measures throughout the cochlea (i.e., Fig. 8 ) because instability caused the rising trend in Figure 12 to move up and down the y-axis. Nonetheless, the strong and positive relationships in Figure 10 were still present because both SFOAEs and CAPs were measured during the same moment of cochlear stability, thus allowing the guinea pig data to be regressed on one another to determine if the measures are generated in similar cochlear regions. The experimental paradigm used for Figure 12 was not used for SFOAE and CAP comparisons because we wanted the two measures to be recorded with similar paradigms. It is not possible to simultaneously bias CAPs from multiple tone-pip frequencies.
We presently do not have an explanation for the instability that is inherent to our guinea pig preparation and procedures and do not know its origin. Be that as it may, a question generated by the results of these experiments is if human cochleae are stable or instable in their experimental state, which is tremendously different than the highly invasive preparation used for cats and guinea pigs.
FIG. 12.
Bias level (dB SPL) needed to produce maximum SFOAE sidebands as a function of probe tone frequency. On two different instances separated by approximately 4 h and 13 min, we simultaneously presented six probe tones along with a bias tone that varied in level. The set of data with lower y-axis values was recorded first. This allowed us to see that guinea pig cochleae show the trend seen in the cat data-higher bias levels needed for higher probe frequencies-for each moment in time.
Other reports of modulation effects on reflection-source emissions SFOAE modulation in the present study was quantified by the level of the first-order sidebands at the probe frequency±the bias frequency. The amplitude of SFOAE sidebands varied with bias tone level (e.g., Fig. 5 ). These findings are consistent with Bian and Watts (2008) who described the influence of lowfrequency bias level on human SOAEs-anotherreflection source otoacoustic emission that is essentially an SFOAE that continuously self-evokes (Shera 2003) . In their report, Bian and Watts (2008) showed how human SOAEs, as well as their sidebands, rise and then fall with increasing bias tone level. To the extent that SFOAEs and SOAEs are similarly generated, Bian and Watts' (2008) description of modulation of both SOAEs and their sidebands offers support for our interpretation that sidebands are indices of cochlear amplifier gain modulation.
Thus far, we have limited our consideration of suppression-based SFOAE experiments to those by Brass and Kemp (1993) and Keefe et al. (2008) . Although interpretations remain unsettled, meeting abstracts by Siegel et al. (2003 Siegel et al. ( , 2004 Siegel et al. ( , 2005 and Shera et al. (2004) utilized suppression paradigms to determine where along the cochlea SFOAEs are generated. Siegel et al.'s (2003 Siegel et al.'s ( , 2004 Siegel et al.'s ( , 2005 empirical investigation lead them to conclude that doubt is cast on the hypothesis that generators near the peak region dominate SFOAEs. Shera et al. (2004) explored the suppression paradigm in a nonlinear active cochlear model and argued that the Siegel et al. 's (2003, 2004, 2005) interpretation did not provide a valid determination of spatial locations of SFOAE generators along the cochlear partition. While previous suppression-based experiments aimed at determining place of SFOAE generation arrived at their conclusions though the use of suppressors primarily on the high-frequency side of the probe tone, experiments reported here used a much lower frequency bias tone. Low-frequency biasing paradigms probably do not produce additional SFOAE sources-mechanical perturbations-as do suppression paradigms.
CONCLUSIONS
Low-frequency bias tones were used to modulate SFOAEs and auditory nerve CAPs in both cats and guinea pigs. There was systematic variation of bias effects along the cochlea for cat ears though not guinea pig ears. Guinea pigs were found to be unstable over the many hours needed to collect data throughout their cochleae. Despite instability, guinea pig data could be used to determine where SFOAEs are generated because SFOAEs and CAPs from a given probe frequency were recorded closely in time. The strong and positive relationship for the bias level needed for maximal SFOAE modulation as a function of bias level needed for CAP suppression suggests that these two responses originate from similar cochlear regions-the peak of the traveling wave. These results do not offer support for the hypothesis that tail region generators are "emphasized" more than peak region generators in the total of an SFOAE.
